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The Conference Call mixtape is an album that will set a new standard of excellence in the mixtape circuit.

The production (beats)is in a league of its own; being laced by real lyrics that the streets will love. This

album has songs for all audiences and w 24 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Rap, URBAN/R&B: Rhythm 

Blues Details: Group Biography: The Bay Area, home of seasoned veterans such 2pac, Too Short, and

E-40; as of recently has been going through a resurgence in the ever growing hip hop scene. It is a sort of

Bay Renaissance, a rebirth of Bay culture being that the Bay Area rap scene suffered a terrible

commercial loss after the untimely death of our most famed hero Tupac Shakur. The Bay Area has

always been home to Revolutionary Minds; going as far back as the Civil Rights movement with the

controversial Black Panther Party. Following the Demise of the Panther Party in the late 60's and early

70's, the infamous Bay Area was then transformed into a drug war zone, when it became the Crack

Capital of the United States during the 1980's (Regan Administration). This rich history of militancy and

violence was the back drop for each member of The Conference, being that they are products of this

environment. But the ghetto breeds champions, which is to no wonder why the Western Conference has

risen up out of the decades of ashes to become a new voice for the Bay Area. With undeniable talent and

a signature sound the members of The Western Conference Pride themselves on musical excellence. It's

easy to see that the Conference is a driven and highly determined group of individuals; this is evident in

the dramatic history of how the Conference came about. The legend of the Conference goes: that in

several years past the founding fathers Crook, G-Baby the Great, and Yasou made strategic power

moves and hustled up what they called "Conference Money" to fund for a studio. Purchasing this studio

was a pivotal turning point in these young adult's lives and the beginning of a new era in Bay Area music.

From this day forth they swore that everything done under the Conference name would be to the utmost
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level of expertise. The dream of these three Young Black Entrepreneurs has been ever-present in today's

society. Judging by their list of consistent hits the Western Conference has kept the streets ablaze. From

the dropping of their first commercial work, "Western Conference Presents: The Scouting Report", the

Conference exemplified true Bay Area hustle moving major units the old fashion way "Out of the Trunk."

Utilizing the G.A.M.E. that was passed to them by their predecessors, Too Short and E-40, a young

Conference in their early stages slung CD's on blocks, in malls, and on street corners throughout the Bay

Area and rest of California. Making significant profits from this primitive grind, the Conference name

spread like a wildfire throughout the most notorious ghettos, projects, and even suburbs throughout the

greater part of the U.S. The Conference made it a novelty thing to include the wishes and sentiments of

the streets in their timeless music. They make it a high priority to include in every body of work songs for

the gangsters or not, ladies, and songs for the kids (The Conference loves the kids). This is what puts the

Conference into the elite class of musicians; which is the fact that they can appeal to all audiences. The

Conference most pride accomplishment: dropping the classic disc "Western Conference Entertainment

presents: Pros and Cons", receiving consistent radio play from the famed Bay Area radio station 106

KMEL, to being complemented nationwide for superior musical talent by the legendary rap mogul, the

Bay Area's own E-40. Bay Area fans are truly appreciative and 100 confident in the Western

Conference's ability, believing they have earned the right to carry the torched passed among Bay Area's

Rap elites. With the Conference's latest monumental achievement, The Jacka (of the legendary group the

Mob Figaz) presents: The Western Conference's Conference Calls Mix tape. This collaboration is surely a

dream come true for the Conference, being that the Jacka along with the Mob Figaz are heroes in

Northern California. The Mob Figaz a respectable group that has collectively sold over 220,000 records

independently and has seen the Western Conference's potential; and has decided to aide them in their

goals of establishing themselves as top tier musicians. With a Western Conference film division, and a

Conference clothing line in the works, it is obvious that The Western Conference will cement their name

in Bay Area history, and lift the Bay Area and surrounding regions to an international position in the years

to come. Conference Stand Up!!!!
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